
STRATEGIC DESIGN SOLUTIONS



“Strategic design solutions
integrate architecture into the
larger context of the city and
its responsibility within. We
aim to design buildings that
add value to all stakeholders
of the project for a
sustainable and efficient and
healthy future.”

Ulrich Kirchhoff
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STRATEGIC DESIGN SOLUTIONS

What
can we do for

You?

We will give you a customised
product just for your needs. A
team of highly awarded and
hands-on commited designers
will help you to get the best
design for you and for the
future.

LANDSCAPE
BRANDING



Ulrich Kirchhoff is the principal
director and founder of ICE
(Ideas for Contemporary
Environments), Associate
Professor of Practice at the
University of Hong Kong (HKU)
and Visiting Professor at EPFL.
He serves as a committee
member in ACABAS, APRC and
FSC in Hong Kong.



AWARDS

Our foremost goal is to provide
quality designs to our clients.
We have been fortunate to be a
highly awarded architectural
design consultant as a result.



PROJECTS

Since 2007 we are designing and
building landmark projects
across the world.



CLIENTS

We work with a wide range of
clients, from private owners to
large scale developers and
investors.



PUBLICATIONS

We are published worldwide in
disciplinary magazines and book
editions.



Planning the Future

We believe that the environment we live in
shapes the way we are: The better the
environment, the better we become.



MASTERPLAN

We design award winning
masterplans within Asia, that
focus on sustainability and
quality of life for the residents.

CENTRAL PARK CITY

DIAMOND BAY CITY

OCEAN STAR (invited competition)

OCEAN HEIGHTS

WOC (1st prize, invited international competition)

HAIWAII (1st prize, invited international competition)



OCEAN HEIGHTS
Awarded with the Asia Pacific
Property Award 2011 for the
Best Mixed-Use Development in
Vietnam.







Seafront Resort

Villas

Apartments



DIAMOND BAY CITY

The masterplan is transforming
Diamond Bay in Nha Trang,
Vietnam from a river estuary to a
sustainable lagoon. Originally a
very shallow bay, the design
aims to increase the ecological
value of the site by
strengthening the natural
connections to ocean as well as
mountain.







WINDOW OF CHINA

The masterplan is transforming
Diamond Bay in Nha Trang,
Vietnam from a river estuary to a
sustainable lagoon. Originally a
very shallow bay, the design
aims to increase the ecological
value of the site by
strengthening the natural
connections to ocean as well as
mountain.







Architecture is our Passion

We design award winning buildings that focus
on improving the quality of life for their users
as well as providing added value to the owner
and the public.



ARCHITECTURE

We design award winning
buildings that focus on
improving the quality of life for
their users as well as value
added to the owner.

UPPER CENTRAL

COLUMBARIUM WING LAP STREET

EASTCORE

SMITHFIELD WALK

RICHWAY RESIDENCE

WALNUT STREET 9



SZECO, (2nd Prize, Invited Competition)

STAR CENTER

SKT HQ

EAT

W HOTEL

ECO VILLA

SPRINGS HOTEL

VNTA HQ, 2nd Prize, Invited International Competition)

DC6, (2nd Prize, Invited International Competition)

DK2, (3rd Prize, International invited Competition)

CB3



UPPER CENTRAL

This residential tower has been
awarded BEAM Plus Platinum,
the highest environmental
assessment award in Hong
Kong.















COLUMBARIUM

Build as a multi storey private
columbarium, the project
addresses the increasing need
for final resting spaces in Hong
Kong.









RICHWAY

The residential composite
building is located in Cheung
Sha Wan, an old but dense
district of Hong Kong. The site
allows for grand views over to
Mong Kong and even Hong
Kong Island.









EASTCORE

Eastcore is a revitalision project,
converting an industrial building
to offices in Kwun Tong Road.
The project is located along the
MTR between Kwun Tong and
Ngau Tau Kok.











SKT HQ

The SK Telecom Headquarter
was awarded the HKIA award
for best architecture outside of
Hong Kong in 2004.







Interiors that interact
with you

Our interiors focus on creating a spatial
experience that is interactive, multifunctional
and playful.



INTERIOR

Our interiors range from
education to residential and
commercial projects. We design
a wide range of scales, from
individual interiors to large scale
hotels.

LEARNING HABITAT NORTH POINT

LEARNING HABITAT TSEUNG KWAN O

LEARNING HABITAT CHATHAM PLACE

LEARNING HABITAT DOUBLE COVE

SZXC

W HOTEL AWAY SPA



SZXC

The Shenzhen Exchange is the
headquarter of a steel trading
platform, and it is located in the
CBD of Shenzhen.







LHCP

The Learning Habitat at
Chatham Place is a private bi-
lingual Kindergarten.







W Hotel Away Spa

The W Hotel Away Spa is an
extensive spa in the first W Hotel
of Starwood in Asia. Occupying
two floors of the hotel podium,
the design enhances the sensual
experience of space and water.







CONTACT

For general inquiries, please
reach out by

email:

www.icehk.com
office@icehk.com

or

Whatsapp:

Hong Kong: +852 6082 4006
Detroit: +1 313 686 6865
Hanoi: +84 90 4100790


